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ATTALOS COLLECTION, BY MARZ DESIGNS
The Attalos collection of interior lighting features complementary products designed to suit many situations. The range includes a Pendant
light, Table lamp and two new releases, a Wall lamp and a Ceiling light. Incorporating ancient Greek sculptural aesthetics into machined brass
and frosted glass components, the Attalos collection is both elegant and classic.

Introducing...

ATTALOS WALL LAMP
The Attalos wall lamp is a new addition to the current
Attalos range and retains its classical sculptural
aesthetic echoing ancient Greek architectural forms.
Incorporating an LED frosted globe counterbalanced on
a base and post machined from solid brass, the wall
lamp is reminiscent of torches used to illuminate
buildings in ancient times. Available in a choice of two
diameters, the LED globes provide a gentle and diffuse
light to suit any style of interior. Designed to
complement the Attalos suite of products, the Attalos
wall lamp can be installed individually or with other
styles from the range.
ATTALOS CEILING LIGHT
ATTALOS PENDANT G95
ATTALOS WALL LAMP G200*

ATTALOS CEILING LIGHT
The Attalos ceiling light is a new addition to Marz
Designs’ Attalos collection and in keeping with its
stablemates, retains a classical sculptural aesthetic
echoing ancient Greek architectural forms.
Incorporating an LED frosted globe on a base machined
from solid brass, the quiet design of this ceiling light
ensures its timelessness.
The LED globes provide a
gentle and diffuse light to suit any style of interior.
Designed to complement the Attalos suite of products, it
can be installed individually or with others from the
range.

ATTALOS TABLE LAMP G200

ATTALOS CEILING LIGHT*

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Coco Reynolds lives and works in the Byron Bay hinterland. She began her career as an Industrial Designer and has subsequently worked
professionally across a range of design related fields. In 2010 she established her independent practice Marz Designs, working in furniture,
products, interiors and mixed materials. Her products reflect her passion for working with elemental materials and for marrying craft
practice with industrial process.
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ATTALOS CEILING LIGHT

Product Images
All images can be downloaded
directly from GoogleDrive here.
For further information or
imagery please contact:
Marz Designs
E: info@marzdesigns.com
T: +61 (2) 6684 0929
www.marzdesigns.com

ATTALOS WALL LIGHT G95
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